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Are you attracted to him/her? 
 

Are you attracted to this person?  

Attraction is not everything, but it is important.  

Attraction is to relationship what appetite is to nutrition. God gave us both attraction and appetite 

for a reason. He wants us to enjoy our food while getting nutrients; similarly, being attracted to your 

spouse goes a long way in keeping love and romance alive.  

There are lot of people who eat only based on what taste good to the appetite. They eat a lot of 

junk. Eventually their health suffers. But this is not a reason to say appetite is bad. Enjoying your 

food is equally as important as the nutrients you are getting.  

Each of us has preferences in what we like or get attracted to in the opposite gender. I know a guy 

who only like plus size women while other men love petit ladies. Most women love tall men while 

others get excited about intelligent men. ladies who  

Again, this should not be the only factor in deciding if someone is for you however it does help if you 

are attracted to the prospect in some way, shape of form.  

By the way chemistry can be developed. I know of a lady who told me she “never liked a bone” in 

her husband when they first me. However, after years of knowing, associating and speaking to him 

she not only developed a liking for him but also a strong romantic bond.  

Research has also indicated that many arranged marriages eventually become romantic.  
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What's your heart's desire? 
Scripture: Ps 37:4  

Delight yourself in the LORD and he will give you the desires of 
your heart.  

Does the prospect appeal to you in the following areas  

      Yes  No  Maybe so 

Presentation           

  Face         

    Countenance       

    Facial expression       

  Grooming         

  Dress         

  Body Shape         

  Carriage         

  Decorum         

  Class/Culture         

            

Energy and vibes            

  

 Spirit energy 
and vibration 
around them         

Hygiene 

  Smell/ scent  Body /Oral        

Communication           

  Pitch/Tone         

  
Language/ 
Vocabulary         

    Profanity       

    Grammar       
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    Content       

            

Mannerisms            

 Peculiarity         

 Idiosyncrasies          

            

What’s your gut feeling? 
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